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Some Adverse Surgical Outcomes
 30-Day Mortality 
 30-Day Surgical Site Infection
 30-Day Cardiac Occurrences
 Pneumonia
 Unplanned Intubation
 Ventilator Dependence > 48 hours
 Renal Failure
 Urinary Tract Infection 



Risk-adjustment is often essential in health 
care comparisons.
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Still weak
Hilary Wong 

Thursday, January 09, 2014

Tuen Mun Hospital has the worst record among 
public hospitals for elective surgery and the 
second worst in emergency operations for the 
fifth year in a row.

That's the verdict of the Hospital Authority's 
surgical outcomes monitoring and improvement 
program.

But a spokesman for Tuen Mun Hospital said the 
demand for surgery has risen with the increasing 
- and aging - population in Tuen Mun.

The Hospital Authority evaluated the surgical 
operations of 17 public hospitals, comparing their 
death rates and the expected death rates from 
23,700 surgeries from 2012 to 2013. …
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One popular tracking method is the variable life-
adjusted display (VLAD), a plot of the cumulative 
difference between expected and observed deaths, 
i.e., Ʃ(pi – Yi).

Case Number

Number of Saved Lives
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Odds in favor of red 1:4
P(red) = 1/5
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Odds in favor of red 2:4
P(red) = 2/6 = 1/3

Illustration of Doubling of the Odds
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Example of a two-sided risk-adjusted CUSUM chart
Steiner, SH; Cook, RJ; Farewell, VT; and Treasure, T (2000). “Monitoring Surgical 
Performance Using Risk-Adjusted Cumulative Sum Charts”. Biostatistics 1, 441-
452.
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One-sided risk-adjusted CUSUM formula:

Xt = max(0, Xt-1 + Wt), t = 1, 2, 3,…, where X0 = 0. 

Here Wt = ln[(1-p1t)/(1-p0t)], if patient t lives
ln(p1t/p0t), if patient t dies.

Signals when Xt > h. 
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The risk-adjusted CUSUM chart is the best option.

 It may have optimality properties in detecting sustained 
shifts in the odds ratio.

 It has good inertial properties.

 It can be designed based on meaningful performance 
measures such as average run length (ARL).

 It can be run in the background with a more interpretable 
VLAD chart.
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The In-control ARLs of Upper (circled) and Lower 
(starred) risk-adjusted CUSUM charts given varying risk 
populations. (Tian et al., 2014, IJQHC)



Dynamic Probability Control Limits (DPCLs):
Overview

 We use simulation to determine control limits patient-
by-patient once risk score is known. 

 We maintain P(false alarm   no earlier false alarm) = 

 Yields approximately geometric in-control run length 
distributions with the desired in-control ARL (1/ for 
any sequence of patients.
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(2013, Naval Research Logistics 60(8), 635-636.)



Example
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DPCLs of the first 1,000 patients in a sequence - Surgeon 1 with 



DPCLs: Overview (Cont.)

 For a one-sided risk-adjusted Bernoulli CUSUM chart, 
the DPCLs                                               satisfy to the 
extent possible the following equations:

 The monitoring process signals when                 .
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Algorithm to obtain dynamic control limit at patient t.

 Observe risk score St and calculate pt using the risk 
model.

 Calculate N CUSUM statistics using N random values of 
the CUSUM statistic at time t-1, discarding all values that 
were larger than ht-1( each paired with a Bernoulli(pt) 
random variable.

 Use the (1- ) 100% percentile of the CUSUM statistics at 
patient t as the control limit ht(. 
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Simulation: Data and Logistic Regression Model

 Same data set of 6,994 patients from a seven-year (1992 
to 1998) period study used by Steiner et al. (2000)

 The 2,218 patients from the first two years were treated 
as in-control group and used to fit the following logistic 
regression risk model based on Parsonnet score:

 Use CUSUM to monitor the odds ratio change from          
to         
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Simulation Settings

 For  = 0.005 and 0.001, we found limits for 
sequences Parsonnet scores drawn with 
replacement from five different risk distributions, N = 
100,000.

 For  = 0.0005 and 0.0001, we used N = 1,000,000.

 Then 100,000 control charts were simulated to 
estimate the in-control ARL for each sequence of 
scores and limits.
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Estimated In-control Performance  

Risk distribution Sequence index

All
1 1027.6 (3.26)

2 1003.5 (3.15)

High Risk
3 1015.2 (3.19)

4 1017.7 (3.18)

Low Risk
5 1006.4 (3.19)

6 992.5 (3.14)

Surgeon 1
7 1015.4 (3.18)

8 1027.0 (3.21)

Surgeon 6
9 1018.0 (3.22)

10 1028.8 (3.22)

Geometric / 1000 (/)

 0
ˆARL SE



Example
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Predicted mortality rates pt of the first 1000 patients - Sequence 1 from Surgeon 1  



Example
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DPCLs of the first 1,000 patients in a sequence - Surgeon 1 with 



Examples
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DPCL comparison of two sequences from two different risk distributions (high 
risk and low risk)



Example
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at = Pr{Ct,i > ht(0.001)} of the first 1,000 patients in Sequence “S1_001_1”

Conditional false alarm rates of the first 1000 patients in Sequence 1 – Surgeon 1




Example
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Comparison of constant control limit and DPCLs for comparable in-control ARLs 
for population with all patients



Example
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Comparison of conditional false alarm rates of constant control limit (Green) and 
DPCLs (Red) for comparable in-control ARLs 
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Control limits when population shifts from lowest scores to highest scores after 
500 patients.
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Upper and lower DPCLs of the first 1,000 patients in Sequence 1 from 
Surgeon 1 with  = 0.001



Our method can be applied with the following new 
method to appear in JASA:
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Concluding Comments
 Risk-adjustment is a fundamental part of healthcare 

monitoring and required for meaningful comparisons of 
performance.

 The risk-adjusted Bernoulli CUSUM chart should be used 
and designed with DPCLs.

 Desired in-control performance

 Approximately geometrically distributed in-control run lengths

 Doesn’t require any information or assumptions about the patient 
risk distributions

 Healthcare quality improvement is an exciting, fruitful  
area which is of direct benefit to us all.
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